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Figure 1: The Moss procedural geometry pipeline needs to scale to large vista shots frequently seen in Onward ©Disney/Pixar

ABSTRACT
Since Brave, Pixar has used a system called Moss to manage proce-
dural ground cover such as grass and dense debris. TheMoss system
made it easy for a show to develop a series of looks (or "types")
implemented in C++ with APIs mimicking a standard shading lan-
guage. For Onward and Soul, we wanted to make development of
types simpler for shading artists less familiar with C++, while still
preserving the workflows and performance crucial to our vegeta-
tion heavy shows. Inspired partially by the new shading interface in
RenderMan’s RIS path tracer, we reimagined Moss as having a small
number of core types defining both the structure (debris, particles,
single-blade grass, feathered grass, etc.) and features (keep alive,
simulation, etc.). Look development and customization of these
types would now be handled by Open Shading Language.
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1 BACKGROUND
Prior to Brave, shows used toolsets that were primarily designed for
hair. Workflows were guide focused (great for hair grooming but
challenging for vast fields) and lacked support for hierarchical struc-
tures common in feather grasses and other plant types. Disney’s
Xgen [Thompson et al. 2003] offered a powerful expression lan-
guage and was used on Cars 2, but its roots as a hair tool still meant
it was difficult to achieve certain looks (especially hierarchical).

Moss designers understood that the difference between long
grass and short grass was not just simply changing a length param-
eter. Short grasses would clump, bend, and orient differently than
long grasses. Artists needed types to behave as art directed out of
the box, using paint to finesse not generate the look. Artist energy
could then be focused on designing natural combinations of these
looks, increasing the visual richness of an image.

Moss was further expanded to handle procedurally generated
terrains [Pertusi et al. 2016] as well as skin fuzz and garment pilling.
However, for shows and shorts with lesser vegetation needs, setup
costs were higher than desired. Additionally, the iteration cycle for
compiled code would always be higher than that of an asset.
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2 MODERNIZING BATCHING
Revisions to the RenderMan Scene Graph API made this an oppor-
tune time to reexamine Moss’s entire architecture. Moss’s history
at Pixar is rooted in a world where per-face render-time genera-
tion was the norm. In a REYES renderer, one could process a face’s
worth of data at a time and toss it out when that face was no longer
needed. Moss was designed to organize geometry into batches on
the order of tens of elements at the face level.

However, most modern path traced renderers require the geom-
etry to be loaded up front to build optimal acceleration structures.
With multiple bounces, rays become increasingly incoherent, elim-
inating any opportunity to unload geometry. Additionally with
the transition away from REYES, the penalty for shading subpixel
geometric detail has been greatly reduced resulting in smaller aver-
age face sizes. This became particularly problematic as RenderMan
introduced a highly optimized implementation of curve tracing
dependent on having lots of curves in the same batched primitive.
The batching system was reworked so that multiple faces would
be divided up into batches that could be processed and filled in
parallel. Pieces of this were ported back to Toy Story 4, reducing
memory usage by 25% and time by 30% in one example shot.

One consideration during early development was whether or
not Moss could be replaced in whole or in part with a cached based
system. Our tree and hair assets cache a rest pose and leverage
targeted render-time deformers to handle keep alive and simulation.
We determined that caching might be practical for small plots, but
not for the vast terrains (like those in Onward) where the geometry
depends so heavily on the camera frustum.

3 ANATOMY OF A TYPE
Open Shading Language has been engineered for high performance
evaluation at render time and already is in heavy use at the studio
in RenderMan. At the core of the new Moss architecture is a library
providing services that the renderer would normally provide. We
currently do not support all renderer services that OSL offers (such
as trace) but may consider expanding to include more in the fu-
ture. Open Shading Language offers a generic shader type which
we adopted as our geometry generator. Inputs to the shader can
be specified per sample or per shader compilation. Outputs were
generally arrays of points, widths, and other shading signals. Open
Shading Language is compiled to machine code using LLVM, giving
us more flexibility without sacrificing performance to the original
C++ implementations.

The canonical Moss types would build one of these contexts,
partition the terrain faces into batches, and run an OSL shader on
terrain sample points to compute the resultant geometry. Each type
runs level of detail calculations at multiple levels. For example, if the
system identifies that a face will not generate data because of size
on screen or density paint signals, it can avoid shader execution.

Moss assets were defined as the union of a custom Universal
Scene Description geometry schema with standard UsdShade net-
works. This is a forward looking choice for our current look de-
velopment tools to eventually aid in creating geometry shaders.
References to these assets were managed by a custom tool in Maya
which also managed artist paint inputs.

shader StraightUpGrass(
// Per shader instance input data
float height = 5.0,
float width = 0.5,
// Per sample input data
int seed = 0 [[int lockgeom = 0 ]],
// Output data
output point out_points[4] = { P },
output float out_widths[2] = { 1.0 }

){
float heightNoise = hashnoise(seed) - 0.5;
float widthNoise = 0.1 * hashnoise(seed + 1) - 0.2;
vector disp = vector(0, 0, (height + heightNoise));
out_points[0] = P;
out_points[1] = P + 0.33 * disp;
out_points[2] = P + 0.66 * disp;
out_points[3] = P + disp;
out_widths[0] = width + widthNoise;
out_widths[1] = 0.5 * (width + widthNoise);

}

Figure 2: A simplified example of a 4-CV bezier curve shader.

4 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
The Moss shading language interface has improved the efficiency of
procedural geometry look development and opened up the toolset to
a new set of shading artists. In a single day, amoss designer can build
up a look that’s ready to be applied in dozens of assets and hundreds
of shots. OSL has an expressive set of operations that developers
can guarantee will scale to the upwards of a hundred million blades
that a frame may need generated. By drafting off of open source
efforts, our developers can now focus on core improvements. Recent
extensions include uv-space sampling and improved accuracy of
limit surface area calculations.

From looking at types developed prior to Onward, we initially
determined that mesh sampling, level of detail, and keep alive did
not need to be as programmable as it was in the C++ version.
Several unique looks on Soul made us want to rethink that initial
assumption for the future. Additionally, artist texture paint is crucial
to the Moss workflow. However, we didn’t port Moss’s texture
system into OSL, passing pre-sampled paint as a shader parameter.
Exposing this at the shader level would give Moss designers more
flexibility with how they generate looks.
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